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Abstract
An upward embedding of a digraph (directed graph) on the plane or a surface is an embedding
of its underlying graph so that all directed edges are monotonic and point to a %xed direction.
Such embedding in some literatures is called upward drawing without crossing of edges. For
a given digraph G to decide whether it has an upward embedding on the plane is known as
an NP-Complete problem (cf. [6,4]). In this paper we study the problem of upward embedding
of digraphs on the round sphere. We shall present a characterization of all spherical digraphs.
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1. Introduction
An upward embedding of a digraph (directed graph) on a surface is an embedding
of its underlying graph so that all directed edges are monotonic and point to a %xed
direction. Through this paper, by surfaces we mean two-dimensional compact orientable
surfaces such as sphere, torus and connected sum of tori with a %xed embedding in
three-dimensional space R3. Fig. 1 shows an upward embedding of a digraph on the
plane.
We say that a digraph G has an upward drawing on a surface if it has a drawing
on the surface so that all edges are monotonic and point to a %xed direction (probably
with crossing edges). A necessary and su<cient condition for a digraph to have an
upward drawing on a surface is that it has no directed cycle — it is acyclic.
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Fig. 1. (a) An acyclic directed graph, (b) its upward drawing.
Fig. 2. (a) An upward drawing of three-dimensional hypercube, (b) an embedding of its underlying graph.
An upward drawing of three-dimensional hypercube on the plane is depicted in
Fig. 2(a). The three-dimensional hypercube has no upward embedding on the plane.
In fact we can show that there is no way to draw this digraph upward (on the
plane) so that no two edges intersect. One can note that the underlying graph of
the three-dimensional hypercube is planar.
However, the three-dimensional hypercube has an upward embedding on the round
sphere, we say that the three-dimensional hypercube is spherical (see Fig. 3). This
is in contrast with the fact that sphere and plane are equivalent for undirected graph
embedding.
There is an extended study of the upward embedding of digraphs on the plane.
Polynomial time algorithms have been presented for upward embedding testing for the
speci%c digraphs (cf. [1]). But in general, it has been proved that for a given digraph
G, to decide whether it has an upward embedding on the plane is an NP-Complete
problem [4,6].
In this paper we study upward embedding on the round sphere and give a charac-
terization of spherical digraphs.
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Fig. 3. Upward embedding of the three-dimensional hypercube on the sphere.
2. Spherical digraphs
A digraph is spherical if it has an upward embedding on the round sphere
S = {(x; y; z) : x2 + y2 + z2 = 1}
that is, it has a drawing on the sphere in which all edges are monotonic paths with
respect to a %xed direction, say the positive direction of the z-axis — the northerly
direction — and no two edges cross. Foldes et al. [3] showed that 1 a digraph is
spherical if it has exactly one maximal (a vertex with all incident edges are incoming
edges), exactly one minimal (a vertex with all incident edges are outgoing edges), and
its underlying graph is planar.
In the following we show that by adding new edges, if necessary, any spherical
digraph can be extended to an acyclic digraph which satis%es the above condition.
Theorem 1. A digraph is spherical if and only if by adding new edges; if necessary;
it can be extended to an acyclic digraph with planar underlying graph which has
exactly one maximal and exactly one minimal.
2.1. Critical points in digraphs
Suppose that a digraph G is embedded (not necessarily upward) without crossing
edges on a closed compact surface S. Assume, moreover, that the embedding is cel-
lular, that is, it partitions the surface into simply connected (null-homotopic) faces F ,
bounded by edges E, connecting its vertices V . Accordingly,
|V | − |E|+ |F |= 
(S);
1 In fact, they have proved this result for the ordered sets which can be easily extended to digraphs.
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where 
(S) is the Euler characteristic of the surface S [7]. For each vertex v of G, we
partition the directed edges incident upon v into intervals so that in each interval with
respect to a %x rotation on a neighborhood about v (which contains no other vertex),
all consecutive edges are incoming edges, or all consecutive edges are outgoing edges.
Let
I := the number of pairs of intervals of incoming and outgoing edges:
We de%ne the alternation of v as
alternation (v) = I;
then the index of v is de%ned as
index (v) = 1− I:
If index(v) = 1 then v is called an extremal point (vertex). If index(v) = 0 then v
is called an ordinary point (vertex). If index(v)¡ 0 then v is called a saddle point
(vertex).
To compute the index of a face we consider its local minimals. Thus, call a vertex
v of a face C a local minimum if both incident edges upon v on the boundary of C
are outgoing edges. Call the face C ordinary if it has only one local minimum, else
call it nonordinary and, in any case, set
index(C) = 1− |local minimals|:
Now, a discrete analog of the PoincarJe Index Theorem can be obtained for this em-
bedding as follows.
Theorem 2 (Discrete Index Theorem, Glass [5]). For any directed graph embedded








A similar embedding of an embedded graph on a surface is an embedding which
preserves the face structure.
An acyclic triangulation of an embedded digraph is a triangulation of all faces with
directed edges so that it contains no directed cycle.
Now, we prove the following characterization of spherical digraphs in terms of
critical points.
Theorem 3. Fix an embedding of an acyclic directed graph on the plane. The di-
graph has a similar upward embedding on the sphere if and only if it has an acyclic
triangulation with no saddle point.
By applying Theorem 3, if any acyclic triangulation of an embedded digraph (on
the plane) has a vertex, which is a saddle point then, this embedded digraph has no
similar upward embedding on the sphere.
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Fig. 4. A non-spherical digraph.
Example 1. The three-dimensional hypercube depicted in Fig. 2 satis%es the conditions
of Theorem 3. In fact by adding directed edges 0 → 12, 0 → 13, 0 → 23, 1 → 123,
2 → 123 and 3 → 123 we have an acyclic triangulation of the embedded underlying
graph of this digraph so that there is no saddle point, proving that the three-dimensional
hypercube is spherical.
Example 2. Consider the digraph G depicted in Fig. 4. The induced subgraph G′ =
G[{x; y; a; b; c; d}] is pasted to a three-connected digraph at vertices x and y. Therefore,
the embedding of the underlying graph of this digraph depends on the Kipping of
digraph G′ which produces two distinct embeddings.
Given the embedding of this digraph as in Fig. 4. Consider the face
F = [x → a← b→ y ← z ← x];
we have only a few options to triangulate this face with directed edges (without creating
a directed cycle). Since by adding any edge leaving y or a, and by adding any edge
going to x or to b it creates a saddle point, then by Theorem 3 this embedding has
no similar upward embedding on the sphere. By Kipping G′ and applying the same
argument for the face
F ′ = [x → a← b→ y ← w ← x];
one can %nd out that there is no acyclic triangulation of G. Thus, G is not spherical.
2.2. Proof of the results
Proof of Theorem 1: Let G be a digraph such that by adding new edges, if necessary,
it can be extended to an acyclic directed graph G∗, where G∗ has a planar underlying
graph with exactly one maximal and exactly one minimal. Then, by Foldes et al. [3]
G∗ has an upward drawing without crossing edges on the sphere. Now, removing all
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Fig. 5.
edges in G∗\G provides an upward embedding of G on the sphere. This proves that
G is spherical.
Conversely, 2 suppose that we have an upward embedding without crossing edges
of G on the sphere such that all edges are monotonically increasing in the positive
direction of the z-axis. We also assume that the sphere, itself, has a %xed position
(embedding) in three-dimensional space R3.
We denote the vertices of G by v1; v2; : : : ; vn, sorted from bottom to top, and with
z1; z2; : : : ; zn their heights (their z-ordinates), respectively. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that v1 is located at the south pole and vn at the north pole. Otherwise,
we may modify the upward embedding to provide an equivalent upward embedding
on the sphere with this property.
Let vj be a maximal element other than v1 and vn (with height diLerent from both z1
and zn) and consider that portion of the sphere between the two level curves obtained
by cutting the sphere with parallel planes Z = zj and Z = zj + , where ¿ 0 is small
enough so that this portion contains no vertices vi (16i6n) in its interior. This portion
is subdivided into connected regions bounded by the monotonic curves corresponding
to the edges of G (see Fig. 5).
Next, let vk → vl be an edge on the boundary of the region that contains vj. We
draw a monotonic path starting at vj going closely along the path corresponding to
vk → vl. This means that we can add an edge vj → vl to G. Thus vj is no longer a
maximal.
Now, repeating this procedure, we can eliminate all maximals except the one at zn
and similarly we can eliminate all minimals except the one at z1.
To complete the construction, we shall now add an edge from z1 to all remaining
minimals and from all remaining maximals to zn. Evidently, the resulting directed graph
2 This part of the proof closely follows [2] (for the planar case).
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G∗ is acyclic with exactly one maximal and exactly one minimal and the underlying
graph is planar.
Proof of Theorem 3: In view of the properties of the digraph G∗ described in Theorem 1
and the Index Theorem (cf. Theorem 2), we can conclude the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. In a similar embedding of G∗ on the plane; all vertices have alternation
at most 1.
Proof: The maximal and minimal vertices of G∗ contribute +2 to the summation of
the indices. Thus, if there is a vertex with alternation ¿ 1 then it contradicts the fact
that, the Euler characteristic of the sphere is 2.
Therefore, the edges incident upon each vertex of G∗ can be partitioned into two
intervals (with the possibility that one is empty), so that all edges in each interval have
the same direction and they occur around the vertex consecutively. In other words, it
has no saddle points.
Lemma 2. All faces of G∗ are ordinary faces with index zero.
Proof: We note that each nonordinary face contributes a negative integer to the sum-
mation of indices. Thus, similar to the proof of the previous lemma, G∗ contains no
nonordinary face.
By de%nition a bounded face is a face with only one maximal (both incident edges
are incoming edges) and only one minimal (both incident edges are outgoing edges)
vertices. The boundary cycle of a bounded face can be partitioned into two directed
paths sharing the same initial and the same terminal vertices. In fact, using Lemma 2,
we can partition the boundary cycle of every face C of directed graph G∗ described
in Theorem 1, into two directed paths C1 and C2 such that C = C1 ∪ C2.
Lemma 3. A bounded face can be triangulated without increasing the alternation
about any vertex.
Proof: Let C be a bounded face consisting of directed paths C1 and C2. If the face
is not a triangle, then by adding any chordal edge, that is, a directed edge which
connects the initial vertex of a directed path to its terminal vertex, we obtain two
smaller bounded faces, where each of them can be triangulated with the property that
it does not increase the alternation of any vertex.
Note that any acyclic triangle as a face is a bounded face with index zero, so that
for an acyclic triangulated graph, the index formula depends only on the indices of the
vertices.
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Now, Theorem 3 follows from the above lemmas.
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